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RV travel with
HINDERMANN
New year, new catalog: The HINDERMANN product magazine
Start the new RV travel season with us. Our 2022 product catalog
has been updated from bottom to top, with a new layout that makes
it easy to find the product you’re looking for faster. Each product in
our wide-ranging portfolio is now individually displayed in context. A
QR code or link connects you directly to our website for an even more
detailed presentation of each article.
Alongside our innovative, high-quality products, our catalog now offers
a new magazine section devoted to camping, covering a whole range
of interesting and informative topics. After all, camping is our passion and we want not only to acquaint you with our products, but offer
information and entertainment as well. We’d love to get your reactions:
Give us your feedback anytime! service@hindermann.de

Tobias Hindermann
Managing Partner
HINDERMANN GmbH & Co. KG

More and more people are discovering the world of RV travel and we’re
excited about meeting the challenge of providing products of the highest quality that stand the test of time. We want to “protect, what is
important to you”. As a German family-run company with more than
70 years of experience, we know what quality looks and feels like
today. With us, you’ll receive high-quality products that are manufactured using the precision of the human hand combined with modern
technology. You can expect real value from HINDERMANN. That’s what
we stand for.
With kind regards from Westphalia,
Tobias Hindermann
Managing partner
Third generation

You can also find us at:
hindermann.de/en
mobiles-reisen.hindermann.de/en
instagram.com/mobiles.reisen.hindermann
facebook.com/hindermann1949
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Get ready! In our new, updated
catalog, check out our many
attractive products in detail. Now
you can quickly fill all your camping
needs and enhance your enjoyment
of RV travel.
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Thermal protection

Inside
Quality at HINDERMANN

Better structured, better organized. We’ve
redesigned the entire catalog to guide you in a
targeted way through our extensive portfolio.
With the individual QR code or link, you can now
reach our website directly to get an even more
comprehensive look at your desired product.
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Experience the
seasons at
pleasant
temperatures
Thermal and sun protection for mobile homes
and caravans
Being on the road in all seasons is also a question of
equipment. Good climate protection or shading make
your motor home especially comfortable. This is true for
windy days in the fall, as well as sub-zero temperatures
in the winter or sunny, heat-intensive days.
Our specially combined mats and tarpaulins insulate
against the cold in winter and keep the sun’s rays outside in the summer. The entire vehicle remains significantly warmer and stays noticeably cooler. Simple and
intelligent, our “air conditioning systems” work without
energy consumption and noise.
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p. 8–23

Front mats

p. 24–27

Exterior insulation

p. 28–35

Interior insulation
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Sun protection mat SCREEN

Sun protection mat SCREEN universal

For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles

Universal version for integrated motor homes

This innovative HINDERMANN sun protection mat SCREEN with its specially woven,
open-pored surface provides ideal protection against sunlight and unwanted views,
but allows you to look out from within.

This innovative HINDERMANN sun protection mat SCREEN universal with its specially
woven, open-pored surface provides ideal protection against sunlight and unwanted
views, but allows you to look out from within.

Highlights

Highlights

Sun protection
Privacy
Unobstructed view
Reduces heat
Improves indoor climate

Unobstructed view to the outside

Elastic cords attached quickly

Unobstructed view to the outside

Door pocket

Lashing flap

Lashing flap

Covers ventilation slits *

lmy.de/QKYGh

Product catalog

*only for Fiat Ducato

Mirror slot

Online Versions
and item numbers
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Sun protection
Privacy
Unobstructed view
Reduces heat
Improves indoor climate

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/Almpw
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1
3

4
2

2
2

Attaching the thermal window mat CLASSIC
Hang pocket on door 1 and attach with the side lashing straps
to the vehicle body 2 . HINDERMANN’s thermal window mat
CLASSIC has a customized opening for mirrors 3 and perfectly
covers ventilation slits 4 .
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Exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS

Exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS universal

For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles

For integrated motorhomes

In winter it insulates against the cold. In summer it
offers an effective way of keeping sunlight out, preventing it from penetrating through the glass panes and
heating up the interior. If the weather is nice, you can
open the front and observe nature or the comings and
goings outside the vehicle. Made of weather-resistant
thermal foil with aluminium-vaporized and UV stabilized polyester film on either side.

Covers
ventilation slits *

*only for Fiat Ducato

Door pocket
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Mirror slot

Lashing flap

Velcro strips

Highlights
Provides insulation from
the cold, heat and drafts
No more misted windows
Reduces the interior
temperature
Reflects sunlight
Protects privacy
Outward view possible
when front is open
Rubber tensioners are
always included in delivery
and ensure that the front
flap is secure when open
Outer surface features
special UV radiation
protection

This universal front screen insulation mat has been specially designed to fit the dimensions of integrated motorhomes. In winter it insulates against the cold. In summer it offers an effective way of keeping sunlight out, preventing it from penetrating
through the glass windowpanes and heating up the interior.
Highlights

Elastic band quickly attached

Integrated elastic band

Full cover protection

Lashing flap

Provides insulation from
the cold, heat and drafts
No more misted windows
Reduces the interior
temperature
Reflects sunlight
Outward view possible
when front is open
Outer surface features special
UV radiation protection
Protects against ice and snow

Velcro strips

Online Versions
and item numbers

Online Versions
and item numbers

lmy.de/I8l4L

lmy.de/aqv17
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Supplementary insert for solar modules
For HINDERMANN exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS
Simply lay it on the windshield instead of the roof: The supplementary insert is attached with Velcro strips inside the window opening of the outer insulation mat. Then,
the solar modules can easily be placed on top. If the installed solar module needs to
be covered from sight or for the coming night, the front flap of the insulation mat can
simply be closed.
Highlights

Translucent screen material

Easily mounted with corner pockets

Velcro fastening for a secure hold

Light entry in upper area

Translucent screen material
Corner pockets and Velcro
strips for positioning and
fastening
Panel can also remain
mounted when mat is closed
Burglary protection
Works in combination
with HINDERMANN
exterior insulation mat
FOUR SEASONS

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/BoqOC
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Thermal window mat CLASSIC

Screen insert CLASSIC

For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles

For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles

High-quality external insulation mat features excellent insulation properties and lightweight design. The material is winterproof and is easy to roll up or fold even in very
cold weather. As is standard with HINDERMANN external insulation mats, the front
flap opens in the CLASSIC version too.

For a variety of models, HINDERMANN offers a removable screen insert as an
optional practical accessory.

Highlights

Highlights

Covered ventilation*

Door pocket

Lashing flap: protects paintwork

*only for Fiat Ducato

Pull straps for easy opening
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Protects you from cold
and heat
Reduces indoor temperature
during sunshine in summer
Outward view is possible
when front is open
Approx. 20 mm black insulation for keeping light out and
protecting against high heat
With pull straps for easy
opening
Optional detachable screen
insert

Sun and privacy protection
Unobstructed view from
within
Increases privacy
Reduces heat buildup
Improves indoor climate
Protected from unwanted views

Unobstructed view to the outside

The screen insert can
also be kept in place
when the mat is closed.

Online Versions
and item numbers

Online Versions
and item numbers

lmy.de/UAza8

lmy.de/PwZSy
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Thermal window mat LUX
The one-piece HINDERMANN thermal window mats
LUX provide both ideal heat insulation for winter travels and effective protection against the sun’s rays
for the summertime. When used in winter, outer insulation increases the surface temperature on the inner side of the panes, thereby considerably reducing
the risk of condensation forming inside the vehicle.
If the window mat is closed over in summer, the sun’s
rays won’t get through the glass pane in the first
place, meaning the interior will not heat up so easily.
In beautiful sunny winter weather the front flap can
be opened, allowing the sunshine to additionally heat
up to the interior, saving the camper energy costs.

Highlights

Pull straps for easy opening

lmy.de/U7iTu
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Velcro strips provide additional
stability

Extension module LUX DUO

Available for semi- and
fully integrated vehicles
Protection from the cold
Lightweight and custom fit
On request with LUX DUO
bottom section

Lashing flap: protects paintwork

Slot for side-view mirror

Snap fasteners, keder track
for integrated vehicles

The extension module LUX DUO is a
lower covering including floor skirt
that can be fastened to the window
mat with Velcro strips.
Details on page 20

Screen insert for
LUX and LUX DUO

Door pocket

Online Versions and item numbers

Extensions

In integrated vehicles, the insulation mat is attached on the driver’s
side with an inside pocket and on
the passenger side either with LOXX
press studs (included) or a keder track
(not included). Here, a textile keder
is attached along the top edge and a
separate second one with broad Velcro
fastening is included in delivery.

Covered ventilation*

A removable screen insert as an optional practical accessory for thermal
window mat LUX and LUX DUO.
Details on page 21

*only for Fiat Ducato

For vans, alcove, fully and semi-integrated vehicles

Details
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Extension module LUX DUO

Screen insert LUX

For vans, alcove, fully and semi-integrated vehicles

For vans, alcove, fully and semi-integrated vehicles

HINDERMANN has developed the extension module LUX DUO to prevent cold drafts
from passing through the non-insulated engine compartment, the wheel arches and
the footwell even throughout winter months. For conHighlights
nection with the window mat, there is a built-in Velcro
strip at the top. The material is identical to the windowSave on heating costs and
mat, however it has a slightly thinner insulation to save
increase living comfort
during winter holidays
volume while traveling. In combination with the top
thanks to complete
part of the HINDERMANN thermal window mat LUX, a
insulation of vehicle front
complete two-part thermal insulation is created for the
Material identical with
entire cab. This way the vehicle’s entire cabin can be
window mat
effectively protected against the cold.

For a variety of models, HINDERMANN offers a removable screen insert as an
optional practical accessory.

Wind guard

Velcro fastening

Attached wind guard
protects against drafts
from underneath the cab
Extension module also
individually available at a
later date

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/nK3Sm
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Highlights
Unobstructed view
to the outside

Sun and privacy protection
Unobstructed view from
within
Increases privacy
Reduces heat buildup
Improves indoor climatea

The screen insert can
also be kept in place
when the mat is closed

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/GqPiO
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Supplementary insert solar module
For HINDERMANN thermal window mat LUX/CLASSIC
Simply lay them on the windshield instead of the roof: The supplementary insert is
attached with Velcro strips inside the window opening of the outer insulation mat.
Then, place the solar modules easily on top.
Highlights

Made of robust thermal material

Easily mounted with corner pockets

Velcro fastening for a secure hold

Quickly covered

For solar modules
Insulating sandwich material
Velcro strips for fastening
Corner pockets ensure
secure hold
Panel can also remain
mounted when mat is closed
Burglary protection
Works in combination with
HINDERMANN thermal
window mat LUX/CLASSIC

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/YJHYl
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Thermal tarpaulin LUX

Thermal mat FOUR SEASONS

For motorhomes

For caravan windows

The HINDERMANN thermal tarpaulin LUX with integrated 10 mm polyester insulation
keeps the front or rear of caravans free of ice and snow and prevents drafts. With
draw cord fastening system and eyelets along the lower edge for tensioning. Rubber
tensioners are included in delivery.

Made from thermal foil, lightweight and durable. For solar reflection, cold and heat
protection. The standard textile welt (Ø 7.0 mm) makes insertion into the welt rail
easy. Bordered all round with a silver-grey polyester strap, rounded corners, two fastening options included as standard: press studs and eyelets.

Lashing straps that also protect surfaces from friction

Highlights
Highlights
Protection against cold/
noise/scratches
Blocks out light also at
the sides
Protects against bird
droppings or tree sap

Lashing straps: incl. small protective flaps to protect surfaces from friction
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To open and store, simply roll up

Protection against cold/
scratches
Blocks out light
Protects against bird
droppings or tree sap
Outer surface protected
from UV rays
Protects your privacy

Online Versions
and item numbers

Online Versions
and item numbers

lmy.de/g4AQd

lmy.de/ttNOO
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Thermal dog mat
Warm mat for your four-legged passenger
Your four-legged friends lie comfortably and conveniently on the insulated dog mat.
Soft surface, non-slip underside and cushioned PU foam insulation to keep the cold
away from below. Easy to clean and simple to store, the HINDERMANN thermal dog
mat for inside and out is the perfect spot for your pets.

Material
The mats are made from a
cosy-looking material, whose
core consists of approx. 8 mm
thick PU foam with a sandwich
structure. The top side is made
from light grey polyester
velour, the underside features
an open-pore, non-slip mesh
fabric

Light grey polyester velour
outside, open mesh fabric underneath
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Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/pbsLm
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Inside insulation mat TRAVEL

Inside insulation mat PREMIO

For VW California, Multivan and Caravelle

For Fiat Ducato, Peugeot Boxer, Citroën Jumper

The aluminized polyester film with a light-gray textile surface inside offers reliable
protection against heat and cold as needed. The HINDERMANN inside insulation mat
TRAVEL is made for vehicles with interior paneling and is delivered in a set. Installing
the thermal film is easy with loops in the front, magnets on the sides and suction
cups on the back window of the vehicle.

Outstanding insulation effect thanks to its ability to reflect the sun’s rays and create
a barrier against the cold: The three-piece cab insulation satisfies the highest demands and combines cold and heat protection with a cozy design. The special sandwich material follows the window contours and combines an aluminum-coated
polyester film on the outside with an 8 mm foam insulation and polyester velour
with a soft surface on the inside.
Highlights

Highlights
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Dense and dark

Extra secure

Easy to attach

View from living area

Product catalog

Form-fitting, high-quality
cab insulation
Aluminum-coated polyester
film outside
Comfy gray fleece inside
Attaches easily with pockets
and magnets

Extra secure

Attached quickly with magnets

Metal brackets for magnetic fastening

View from outside

Perfect fit, high-quality
cab insulation
Aluminum-coated polyester
film on the outside
Soft, comfortable, polyester
velour on the inside
Attached quickly with lashing
and magnets
Available in gray und beige

Online Versions
and item numbers

Online Versions
and item numbers

lmy.de/nJKdn

lmy.de/bEfwM
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Thermal separation
curtain PREMIO

Thermal curtain
PREMIO

Footwell insulation PREMIO

For alcove vehicles

For Ducato, Jumper, Boxer

For many types of vehicles

Holds the heat, keeps out the cold:
With HINDERMANN’s thermal separation curtain PREMIO, additional
insulation is created under the alcove that can be conveniently opened with an entry to climb through.
Available in light beige and light gray

HINDERMANN’s thermal curtain
PREMIO protects from cold infiltration and heat loss in the RV living
area. The U-shaped insulation curtain
is made of high-quality films with a
velour layer on the living area side
and a reflective aluminum coating on
the cab side. The 8 mm PU foam in
between insulates efficiently against
cold and heat.

Multimedia access
Open and roll up

Snap fasteners

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/eKbKh
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Highlights

The HINDERMANN footwell insulation PREMIO offers
effective protection against heat loss in the footwell
area and slows down cold from infiltrating. Choose your
tub-shaped model according to your wishes and vehicle
type with or without an opening for a cup holder or a
covering for the area between seats.
In combination with a thermal curtain, this footwell
insulation is ideal for keeping the inside at a pleasant
temperature. The comfortable surface is robust and
easy to clean.

Warning: Do not use while
driving!

Access flap with knob,
fastens with magnets

Online Versions
and item numbers

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/S587n

For the footwell below the
dashboard and floor area
between seats
Prevents cold drafts in
entrance area
Due to its three-dimensional
tub shape, it closes off the
front entrance areas

Perfect fit

Tub-form offers more protection

lmy.de/0tD9t
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MATERIAL INFORMATION

Sliding door
insulation PREMIO

Thermal protection
steering wheel

Increased comfort in van

Universal fit

The HINDERMANN sliding door insulation PREMIO is custom-made to fit
the door opening of the Fiat Ducato
model 250 / 290 (models from 2007
onwards, high door version) – universally compatible with most individual vehicle manufacturers’ configurations and fit-outs.

Easy to pull on or take off the steering wheel. Whether it’s a short stop
or a longer stay, this practical heat
protection is perfect for sunny summer days and prevents the steering
wheel from getting uncomfortably
hot.

PREMIO
PREMIO is an excellent composite made up of two
materials. The aluminum-coated surface on the
outside reduces the impact of the sun‘s rays. The
inner side facing the living area consists of a soft,
comfortable thermo velour in beige or gray. Every
PREMIO product is precision made at our Westphalian site.

32

Needs little space
when tucked away

Foldable

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/pcZ5T

Universal fit

Simple attachment

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/i0cVV
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One-piece rear door insulation PREMIO

Two-piece rear door insulation PREMIO

With or without window opening

Without window opening

A temporary means of added protection against the cold, quick to assemble for increased comfort and an enhanced recreational experience. The HINDERMANN rear
door insulation PREMIO is custom-made to fit the H2 body shape of Ducato models
250 and 290 and is quick and straightforward to install. Only during initial assembly
do press studs need to be attached or do any adjustments to the vehicle manufacturers’ various add-ons need to be made. If the insulation is no longer required, it can be
rolled up and stored in the sack.

Highlights

The HINDERMANN two-piece rear door insulation PREMIO enables swift assembly and removal thanks to the
magnetic attachment in the middle where both sheets
overlap.

Efficient insulation,
protection from drafts
Quick assembly with
magnets
Overlap at door middle
Back-door handle accessible
Increased living comfort,
cozy design
Innovative solution, easy
handling

Highlights
Increased living comfort
Efficient insulation
Protection against drafts
Cosy design
Easy handling

Online Versions
and item numbers
Also available in shorter version
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Also available with window opening

lmy.de/ruJ2C

Online Versions
and item numbers
Quickly installed with magnets

Attaches magnetically inside
door opening

lmy.de/n53Zu
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Protective covers

Get going
again at ease
Protective vehicle tarpaulins and caravan covers
Not only good comes from above. All the more reassuring to know that your faithful travel companion is well
taken care of. This is especially true for protecting and
safeguarding your valuable friend outside the season.
Whether it’s partial protection of front, roof, bicycle or
the entire motorhome or trailer – breathable, dirt-repellent, impenetrable for rain and snow, at the same time
robust in wind and weather: Equipped with many functions, our high-quality, systematically constructed
vehicle covers prove themselves over years as mobile
garage and inexpensive winter quarters.
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S. 38–43

Bicycle protection

S. 46–50

SUPRA made of Tyvek®

S. 52–56

Wintertime

S. 58–63

Protective covers for outside

S. 64–67

Protective covers for inside
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In Magazine
Are protective
bicycle covers
allowed on cars?
p. 84

Protective bicycle cover BASIC ZWOO
Reverse side

Straps

Transparent pocket

Protective bicycle cover CONCEPT ZWOO

With reflective stripes and high-quality
PU coating

With reflective stripes and high-quality
PU coating

The three-dimensional cover is pulled over
the rack from the back in the direction of
the vehicle, also protecting the bottom
side of the bike rack. A large section on
the back reaching towards the vehicle is
also protected, but not completely sealed.

The HINDERMANN protective bike cover
CONCEPT ZWOO is an all-round sealed
cover which safely houses both the
bicycle rack and the bicycles. Assembly
is easy: The front is simply closed at
standing height using the zipper.
Extra securing with HINDERMANN
ADDITIONAL STRAPS is recommended.

Incl. rubber tensioners with hooks that
can be pulled through the hem. With a
large transparent pocket for the warning
sign (not included in delivery).

Completely covered

Zippers

Application area Motorhomes with bike
racks.

Rubber tensioner

Application area Bicycle racks on the
back of camper vans and caravans.

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/cW1Ch
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Easy handling

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/dhWMD

No adjusting of handlebars
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Bicycle protection cover CITY

Protective bicycle cover UNIVERSAL ZWOO

With reflective stripes and high-quality PU coating

With reflective stripes and high-quality PU coating

The high-quality HINDERMANN bicycle protection cover
CITY is pulled over the rack from the back in the direction of the vehicle, also protecting the bottom side of the
bike rack from becoming dirty.

The HINDERMANN protective bicycle cover UNIVERSAL
ZWOO is designed primarily for bike racks mounted on
tow bars, but its box shape makes it universally usable,
e.g. for scooters on a platform. It is pulled over the bikes
from above. Along the lower edge is an incorporated
hollow seam for the elastic cord which is enclosed
unattached. The cover is equipped with a transparent
pocket for the warning sign (not included).

Application area Standard bicycle rack on right back side
of vans
Accessory
Straps with hooks at both ends

Up to 3 bikes

Integrated elastic cord

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/wQY2h
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Straps with hooks at both ends for
attaching to the eyelets of the warning
sign‘s transparent pocket.
Two length-adjustable straps, one
for horizontal and one for vertical
fastening.

Belts with side-squeeze buckles (not
included in delivery)
Elastic cord along bottom edge

Up to two bicycles, will also fit an additional
child’s bicycle on a third rail
The new size XL is designed for three adult bicycles
The bicycle handlebars do not have to be adjusted
To ensure that the cover sits tightly and is securely
attached, we recommend HINDERMANN’s belt system,
item no. 8950-2350, with hooks on both sides to attach
to the eyelets on the transparent pocket. p. 119
Application area Racks on trailer coupling or tow bar

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/O5Y36
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Protective bicycle cover PROFESSIONAL
With reflective stripes and high-quality
PU coating
The new HINDERMANN protective bicycle cover PROFESSIONAL was developed
specifically to protect up to two bicycles
during transportation on a rear platform
rack on a motorhome.
The box-shaped protective cover is pulled
over the bicycles from above and sealed
all around. To allow for easy removal and
set-up of the bicycles when the protective cover is attached, the cover features
an ample front flap that can be opened
using the (reflective) zippers. This means
that the protective bicycle cover does not
need to be removed each time and can
remain on the rack.
Application area Bicycle racks on cargo
carriers
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Protective covers

Protective covers

In Magazine
Are protective
bicycle covers
allowed on cars?

Protective
padding BIKE
Made of soft polyester wadding

Tensioning straps

Rubber tensioners

Practical belts

Up to 2 e-bikes

HINDERMANN protective padding
BIKE offers protection against potential abrasive damage to mounted bike
covers during driving. It provides
cushioning for protruding edges,
such as handlebars, bike pedals or
luggage racks. Attaching the protective padding is simple: they are
simply pushed on and held in place
by a Velcro fastening.

Highlights
Secure quickly with tensioning belts
Elastic bands hold protective cover securely
on left and right
No additional belt system necessary
Up to 2 e-bikes

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/MPXGX

Bike pedals

Luggage rack
protection

Handlebars

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/7fP5e
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MATERIAL INFORMATION
Our breathable protective tarpaulins
Breathable protective tarpaulins made of Tyvek® are invaluable all year round due to the
material’s ability to help preserve the value of a motorhome. This tear-resistant, durable
HDPE fabric can lie directly on top of the vehicle and remains breathable even under
snowy conditions. Made with Tyvek® by the innovative DuPont company in Luxemburg.

breathable

1 Breathable

2 Water-resistant

3 Pliable

Breathability helps extend the service life of
certain products, preserving objects such as
valuable motorhomes
from damage through
moisture and protecting
vehicles against rust.

Tyvek® is water-resistant,
at the same time allowing
moisture to escape from
the inside.

Tyvek® has a soft surface
and is therefore particularly gentle on packed
goods.

4 Resilient

5 Re-usable

6 Simple to process

The sum of its physical
properties makes Tyvek®
an unparalleled material.
It is strong, tear-proof and
can also withstand extreme loads.

Protective covers and
storage covers made of
Tyvek® can be cleaned
and used multiple times.

Tyvek® is easy to work
with and can be readily
cut, glued, sewn, punched
and stitched. If required,
it can be furnished with
eyelets, Velcro fasteners,
loops or snaps.

7 Recyclable

8 Light-weight

Tyvek® is 100% recyclable
and can be used to make
a wide variety of products.

Tyvek® weighs significantly less than comparable materials. It saves
additional costs by requiring hardly any
storage space.

SUPRA made of Tyvek®

SUPRA made of Tyvek®
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MATERIAL INFORMATION

Find out more
on our website
lmy.de/deJ0V
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Protective
Thermoschutz
covers

Front tarpaulin SUPRA universal

Front tarpaulin SUPRA

Made of Tyvek®

Made of Tyvek®

The HINDERMANN front tarpaulin SUPRA universal is easy to attach: simply hooked
into the rear-view mirror and tensioned. Rubber tensioners are included in delivery
(no screws or drilling). Without insulation.

The HINDERMANN front tarpaulin SUPRA is easy to attach: simply hooked into the
door edges and tensioned. Rubber tensioners are included in delivery (no screws or
drilling). Without insulation.

Highlights

Side view

Attached to mirror

Integrated elastic cord

Lashing flap

Highlights

Breathable, durable,
water-resistant
Light and pliable
Protects from sun, rain,
snow and dirt
Prevents fading and
protects rubber sealing
Simply hang on rear-view
mirrors and tighten
Seals tightly
Available for different
vehicle models

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/pK7Gz
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Lashing flap

Mirror slot

Front view

Door pocket

Breathable, durable,
water-resistant
Simply pull over door edge
and secure tightly
Rubber tensioners are
included as standard
Seals tightly
Available for different
vehicle models

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/NWqV9
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Driver's cab jacket SUPRA

Roof tarpaulin SUPRA

Made of Tyvek®

Made of Tyvek® for Vans

Thanks to the one-piece design, the HINDERMANN driver‘s cab jacket SUPRA is
easily attached by hooking into door edges while slightly ajar. The front flap can be
opened up to the height of the mirrors. The outer edges are carefully hemmed.
Various fastening eyelets on the lower edge and rubber tensioners are
included in delivery. Without insulation.

HINDERMANN’s light and pliable roof
tarpaulin SUPRA can be easily stowed
away into a small package, yet offers
outstanding protection from sun, rain,
snow and dirt. The coating and material
of the entire roof surface are protected,
rubber sealing along skylights remains
flexible and upholstery doesn’t fade.

Highlights
Breathable
Front flap can be partially
opened
Tailored to the contours of
the respective vehicle model
Front flap

Velcro fastening

Mirror slot

Front view

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/thZWk
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Breathable protective tarpaulins made
of Tyvek® are invaluable all year round
thanks to the material’s physical properties and help preserve the value of the
motorhome. This tear-resistant, durable
HDPE fabric can lie directly on top of
the vehicle and remains breathable even
under snowy conditions.

HINDERMANN’s roof
and front tarpaulin
SUPRA (p. 47) together
provide a weatherproof
and durable protection
for vans and camping
vehicles.

Highlights
Three sizes, suitable for three Fiat Ducato
lengths
Attachment with side lashing straps and belt
system
Breathable, durable, water-resistant
Light and pliable
Protects from sun, rain, snow and dirt
Prevents fading and protects rubber sealing

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/CkcjO
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End to end oversight.
The material is cut right
on site and each article is
manufactured combining
the precision of the human
hand with modern machine
technology. For products
in reliable HINDERMANN
quality.

Front tarpaulin SUPRA
Made of Tyvek® for caravans
The universal-fit HINDERMANN front tarpaulin SUPRA is made of breathable and
tried and tested TYVEK® material. It protects the interior from sunlight and in winter
protects the bottle crates from snow and icing over as well as preventing any potential drafts. The protective tarpaulin features a textile keder with a diameter of 7 mm
which is simply pulled into the keder track; eyelets at the bottom edge are used for
tensioning.

Highlights
Also usable on the rear side
Protects the interior from
sunlight
Breathable
Simply pull into keder track
and lash down via eyelets at
the lower edge

Online Versions
and item numbers
Rubber tensioners: Built-in eyelets make lashing down easy with rubber
tensioners.
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lmy.de/dOUV5
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Vehicle cover WINTERTIME

Roof tarpaulin WINTERTIME

Customized patterns for motorhomes and caravans

Tear-resistant and light-weight

HINDERMANN’s vehicle cover WINTERTIME is made of SFS non-woven material. The
breathable membrane offers both high tear-resistance and low weight and is far superior in quality to conventional films or fabric-reinforced tarpaulins. This water-resistant
vehicle cover is cheaper than any type of outdoor shelter and protects motorhomes,
camper vans and trailers year-round against sun, rain, snow and dirt. Simple and practical: Four zippers ensure access anytime with the protective cover in place.

HINDERMANN‘s roof tarpaulins WINTERTIME are manufactured from breathable,
triple-ply SFS NON-WOVEN material and stand out due to their outstanding tear
resistance and light weight. The roof tarpaulins feature triangular flaps all around
for tensioning. The tensioning material is included in delivery, as well as an oversized
storage sack and a repair set.
The covers and tarpaulins can be used throughout the wintertime and beyond.

Tensioning material

Zippers

Protective bag

Can be rolled up

Side-squeeze buckles

Highlights
All-year protection from sun, rain, snow and dirt
Breathable, water-resistant, durable and
tear-resistant
Four zippers for easy attachment and access
to both sides
Hems with eyelets, belt system, elastic bands
on front and back
Pliable, light and saves space in protective bag

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/w4pk1
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View from above

Highlights
Breathable
No metal structure necessary
Triangular flaps all around for
tensioning
Tensioning material included
in delivery

Suitable accessories for retrofitting on p. 116
Gable profiles

Spacers

Corner protectors

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/vNCFL
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Front tarpaulin WINTERTIME

Front tarpaulin WINTERTIME

For caravans

For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles

In winter, the HINDERMANN front tarpaulin WINTERTIME keeps the bottle compartment free of ice and snow and prevents any potential drafts. The tarpaulin is attached using feed-in piping and eyelets on the lower edge for tensioning (rubber
tensioners are included in delivery).

The HINDERMANN front tarpaulin WINTERTIME is made of breathable SFS-3 material. The tarpaulin is made in a single unit and is easy to fasten. It is simply hooked
into the door edges while doors are slightly ajar and tensioned. All outer edges are
carefully hemmed. The lashing flaps are equipped with reliable additional potection
against friction on the paintwork.

Velcro fastening

Zipper

Highlights
Breathable
Fastening is carried out via
feed-in piping
Rubber tensioners are
included in delivery
The built-in zipper allows
views to the outside

Rubber tensioners: Built-in
eyelets make lashing down easy
with rubber tensioners.
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Mirror slot

Door bag

Highlights
Protects against drafts
and dirt
Durable and water-resistant
Breathable and light
Attached with door pockets,
snug fit

There are lashing flaps with plastic eyelets along the bottom edge.
They provide additional protection
against friction on paint.
Online Versions
and item numbers

Online Versions
and item numbers

lmy.de/hJI6l

lmy.de/GeZI6
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Driver's cab jacket WINTERTIME
For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles
HINDERMANN driver‘s cab jacket is made of breathable SFS-3 material from the
WINTERTIME series. The tarpaulin is made in a single unit and is easy to fasten. It is
simply hooked into the door edges while doors are slightly ajar and tensioned.
All outer edges are carefully hemmed. The lashing flaps are equipped with reliable
additional protection against friction on the paintwork.
Velcro fastening

Highlights
Breathable
Easy to fasten
Front flap can be opened
to the height of the mirrors
Rubber tensioners are
included in delivery

Front flap

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/4eN77
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Tow bar cover
DELUXE

Tow bar cover made
of tarpaulin material

Tow bar cover made
of nylon fabric

Tow bar cover made
of film material

For caravans

For caravans

For caravans

For caravans

The professional quality of HINDERMANN’s tow bar cover DELUXE is unbeatable: Shapely, two-tone design and
first-class workmanship, the version
with a center bar offers more volume
so that the anti-theft device can remain installed. The tried and true bag
shape is easy to pull on and fits perfectly on any drawbar. The high-quality and
UV-stabilized leatherette upholstery
protects against sun, rain or snow.

HINDERMANN’s tow bar cover made
of tarpaulin material offers excellent
protection against seasonal effects
in summer and winter. The tried-andtested pouch-like shape makes it easy
to pull on, ensures optimum positioning and ensures ample lubrication.
Sewn design, edge-reinforced with
edging tape and a practical rubber
tensioner. Neutral without any logo.

HINDERMANN’s tow bar cover
made of nylon fabric offers the
best protection against seasonal
effects in summer and winter.
The convenient pocket form
facilitates installation, guarantees
best possible fit and serves as allround protection against oil and
lubricants. Neutral without logo.

This cover is especially cost-effective. The tried-and-tested pouchlike shape makes it easy to pull on,
ensures optimum positioning and
ensures ample lubrication. Sewn design, edge-reinforced with dark-blue
edging tape and a practical rubber
tensioner (neutral without any logo).

Size 12

Rubber tensioner ensures secure fastening

Robust protection
on edges

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/CH18M
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Rubber tensioner

Robust protection
on edges

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/vN5NH

Rubber tensioner

Robust protection
on edges

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/vN5NH

Size 13

Variety of models shown on different tow bars (clear
tow bar covers not available)

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/vN5NH
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Tow bar cover, logo print
Whether motorhome dealer, riding club
or campground: customize your product.
We print your logo right on your tow
bar cover using high-quality silk-screen
printing.

In Westphalian Delbrück, we print your logo on tow bar covers
made of PVC film or high-quality tarpaulin material.
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Protective cover
for air conditioners

Protective cover
for roof windows

Insulation and hail
protection cover

Hail protection cover
for satellite dish

Soft artificial leather

Soft artificial leather

High-quality sandwich material

Weatherproof and flexible

The HINDERMANN protective cover
for air conditioners made from a new
close-fitting, soft artificial leather,
protects valuable equipment during
stationary periods and in winter
against leaves, sand and moisture.
An elastic rubber band on the bottom edge ensures a tight seal.

The sensitive skylight is quickly
covered with the protective cover in
sturdy soft leatherette. On hot sunny
days, the heat stays outside and at
the same time the artificial glass is
protected from scratches, dirt or the
sap from trees. Manufactured for a
perfect fit on a variety of models.

Specially for hail protection, 14 mm
thick sandwich material: On the outside the gray imitation leather pits
itself against rough weather conditions, while underneath the combination of fully porous PVC foam combined with insulating polyester padding
protects against impact, heat and
noise. The inner surface is made with
extra soft and gentle Tyvek®.

Weatherproof, flexible and with an
extra layer that absorbs impact, the
HINDERMANN hail protection cover
safeguards the satellite dish against
hailstorms. In addition, the surface
of the satellite antennae is protected
against UV radiation and becomes
brittle less quickly. For TV reception,
the cover can stay in place. Fits all
models.

Elastic band

Fits perfectly

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/7QEiQ
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Elastic band

Secure hold

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/U4PiS

Elastic band

Velcro straps

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/Q6fB5

Locking hook

Rubber band

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/6Tb5G
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1
1

Two-way zippers can be
used inside and out 1 ,
magnetically attaches
inside door opening of
MB Sprinter 2 .

Insect curtain

2

Keeps pests out!
To keep troublemakers like mosquitoes and flies outside and increase living comfort,
HINDERMANN has further optimized its famous insect-protection curtains. HINDERMANN insect curtains are custom-made matched to the door opening of all vehicle
models and always provide full coverage of the entrance.
Highlights

Zipper enables easy
door entry

Magnetically attached –
quick and easy
Doors can stay open
Lets in plenty of light and
fresh air
Clear view to the outside

Online Versions
and item numbers
Easy to attach with
magnets
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Access to window opening and blinds

Material
The material is a closemeshed, non-flammable
polyester fabric with very
good outward visibility
and good air circulation. It
shields up to 65 % of sunlight, significantly reducing
the heat build-up in the
vehicle.

lmy.de/vGEsR
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Slipcover for cab seats

Throw cover
for cab seats

Caravan bottom
front protection

For Ducato und Sprinter

Universal fit

Well-protected through the winter

Comfortable, two-tone HINDERMANN slipcovers for protecting original upholstery.
Universal fit for original seats in Fiat Ducatos (starting 2007) as well as MB Sprinter
AGUTI Milan 12 with mounted/integrated headrests. Slipcovers for unpadded armrests are also available.
The tow-tone HINDERMANN slipcover for the cab is available in the color combinations dark gray/light gray or beige/sand.

Simply hang over the headrest,
spread over seat and the throw cover
protects seats with headrest from
dirt and wear. HINDERMANN’s throw
cover for vehicle seats is manufactured for universal fit.

Protects the bottom front of caravans from ice and snow. The robust
tarpaulin is winterproof and features
a protective coating. Three universal
sizes, special model for Knaus.

Elastic band

Velcro fasteners

Warning: Cover must be removed
before moving vehicle

Highlights
High-quality, Alcatraz velour
imitation leather
Resistant to dirt and stains
Washable at 30 °C
For original Ducato/Sprinter
seats with mounted/
integrated headrests

Slipcover for the cab in the
color combination beige/sand

Holds securely with elastic
bands and Velcro fasteners

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/rNjHL
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Terrycloth cover

Back

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/DWxAd

Lashing cords including surface protection

Keder

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/sKBXc
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Dominik and Julia Relard
The founders of the startup
LIEBHABEREI

From a concept to
a new company:
LIEBHABEREI
The name LIEBHABEREI (hobby)
describes the startup perfectly, since Dominik and Julia Relard already
have demanding, fulfilling jobs. With
enthusiasm, they are pursuing their
passion on the side.
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The Team consists of Dominik, Julia and technically
skilled family members including precision machinist
Simon, Dominik’s brother. LIEBHABEREI maintains a
partnership with the long-standing Delbrück furniture
company, Möbel Dierkes.

T

he account manager
and master engineer
love taking their VW
T6 California Beach on
vacation. But they were not entirely happy with how the vehicle was
equipped and thought they could to
get more out of the space inside the
camping bus. With only their free
time available, Dominik took care of
the technical side of things, while
Julia was in charge of finances and
marketing. Together they developed
ideas and tested them. In their quest
for maximum comfort and optimal
use of the available space in their
vehicle, Julia and Dominik developed
customized modules for the VW T6
step-by-step whenever they had free
time – after work, on weekends or
during vacation. Since both have a
knack for business, it became quickly
clear that their “hobby” might be
interesting for others. A business
concept was born, and the effect
was immediate. In their private and
professional lives, they found people
and companies who help develop and
build marketable products from their
ideas.

Great value with
minimalist design
and top-quality
materials, from
aluminum sheets
to real oak.
With little opportunity to see friends
or go on vacation, Julia and Dominik
instead spent the better part of a
year during the pandemic preparing
the launch of their startup LIEBHABEREI. Now the first modules have
been sold, and first reactions speak
for the quality of their well-thought-
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out concept. They continue to develop and build each module, as they
would for themselves – and quality is
key. That’s why the aluminum sheets
are extra strong and powder-coated matt-black, not merely painted.
Everything is road-tested and what
they learn by experience informs the
further development and improvements. One result: In addition to oak,
they also use a nano coating by Fenix
on the wooden furnishings making
the surfaces extremely easy to take
care of.
The Practical, the Spacious and the
Dynamic are the names Dominik
and Julia have given their kitchen
modules. They’re made to fit perfectly inside the back of the VW T4, T5,
T6 and T6.1 as well as the Mercedes
V class. The design is minimalistic,
the materials, from aluminum sheets
to real oakwood, are high-quality and
they offer a wide array of features.
The three kitchen modules are little
spatial miracles offering room for
everything you need in a kitchen,
from dishes and a cooker to a 20liter water tank. Fold-out wooden
elements expand the work surface,
and shelves are flexibly adaptable.
Extra storage space is provided in
the back extension by the new On
Top element which rounds out the
design. Recessed handles facilitate
transport and all surfaces are easy
to clean.
These three kitchen modules can
be combined perfectly with the
LIEBHABEREI back extensions. The
powder-coated aluminum has a
superior finish and the heavy-duty
rails have a load capacity of up to
250 kg. Those who want more space
and comfort can combine kitchen
modules with sleeping modules.
DESIGN and BASIC are for the back
extensions. The sleeping module is
only available in the DESIGN version, suitable for use with the back

extension DESIGN. The mattress
has been precisely customized. The
sleeping/kitchen combination can be
upgraded with cup springs by Froli,
providing according to Julia “amazing
sleeping comfort”.
Like HINDERMANN GmbH & Co. KG,
the new firm is located in Delbrück
in eastern Westphalia making
collaboration easy. Together the two
companies developed four different
packing bags to optimize use of the
space between the modules and the
vehicle wall. They fit perfectly beside
both the LIEBHABEREI back extensions and the LIEBHABEREI sleeping
modules. The packing bags are made
of robust and easy-to-clean interior
and exterior materials and have a capacity of more than 11 liters per bag.
Up to now, the 36-year-old and his
wife, three years his junior, have
operated the startup out of a small
workshop including storage space.
In the spring, construction will
finally begin on a new building featuring a workshop and a showroom.
In any case, the groundwork for a
promising future for LIEBHABEREI
has been laid.

The back extension DESIGN with
its On Top feature for more practical
storage space

WEB liebhaberei-camping.de
MAIL info@liebhaberei-camping.de
INSTAGRAM liebhaberei_camping
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Quality and
production
at HINDERMANN
As a German family-run company
for processing plastic materials
and a specialist for innovative
protective covers made of film
and technical components, we
stand for reliable HINDERMANN
quality and production in Delbrück,
East Westphalia.

Magazine Quality at HINDERMANN

Magazine Quality at HINDERMANN

Eurocutter We use the most modern machines in our manufacturing process.
Most of our raw materials are made by manufacturers specifically according to
our requirements. This guarantees that the material is 100% suited to the intended
application and ensures HINDERMANN’s quality standards.

By the way
Find out more about
the materials we use
on pp. 32 and 44.

Our exacting standards and precision manufacturing guarantee
high-quality product solutions.
Learn more about the way we
work and how HINDERMANN
combines traditional workmanship with modern technology!
www.hindermann.de/en/quality
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We use a combination of modern technology and traditional workmanship.
Combining high-quality materials and modern manufacturing processes
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Ready, set,
go camping!
A visit to Südsee Camp
in the Lüneburg Heath

Off to Wietzendorf! The HINDERMANN team took a
behind the scenes look at the family-run five-star
campground in the Lüneburg Heath. Campground
manager, Svenja Thiele-Naujok tells us what it’s like
to take care of a space the size of 130 soccer fields
and why the camping chair is an absolute must-have.
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Südsee Camp in
numbers

90
Hectares

1508
Camp sites

183
Rental objects
Attractive beach view The Südsee Camp
campground in the Lüneburg Heath

S

venja Thiele-Naujok
is relaxed. At least as
relaxed as you can be
when you‘re responsible for an area of 90
hectares, over 200 employees, 1,500
campsites, 183 rental properties, and
numerous attractions ranging from
a craft corner and a pony farm to an
indoor swimming paradise. We met
the managing director and mother
of a lively three-year-old in November during the off-season to talk
about what camping is like today, her
job as a campground operator and
what her hopes are for 2022. Svenja
Thiele-Naujok grew up here and
watched the campground grow. She,
her sister, her brother-in-law are now
the third generation here at Südsee Camp. She can’t imagine doing
anything else – planning vacations
for others.
Time to get up – Südsee Camp
is calling!
Svenja’s day starts at 6 am. After breakfast, she takes her son to
kindergarten. And that’s the only
predictable part of her daily routine. Every day is different. Usually it
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11/3

rience they did. Later, there’s another
break and they come back with their
grandchildren,” laughs Svenja.

Svenja Thiele-Naujok Managing director of the family-run, five-star Südsee Camp campground in conversation with HINDERMANN

starts in the office. After answering
questions from employees, it’s off to
a team meeting or construction site.
With an area of 90 hectares, there’s
always something to take care of.
Currently, it’s the construction of the
indoor playground, a project scheduled for completion in spring of 2022.
“Often you just look around and see
what needs to be done. The job is so
diverse and colorful. My mother is
now retired, but she’s always saying,
‘Please don’t send me home, I want
to continue working.’ There’s always
something going on here.”
Camping as a family tradition
Since the founding of Südsee Camp
in 1970 by grandfather Gottfried
Thiel, a lot has changed, especially
the size of the enterprise and the
many activities offered on site. What

was originally planned as a small
operation is today one of the best
and most popular campgrounds in
Germany – a real jewel in the middle
of the Lüneburg Heath. Suitable for
up to 5000 guests who look forward
to their vacations here year after
year, generation after generation.
Südsee Camp is family-oriented, so
most of the campers are between
35 and 50 years old, though many
grandparents also come here with
their grandchildren. Festival campers
or DIY van campers are less frequently seen. Unaccompanied teenagers under 18 are not allowed to
vacation at Südsee Camp. “We see a
lot of people, who used to come here
as children with their parents, then
don’t come for a few years, but then
come back, because they want their
own children to have the same expe-

Camping vacations are family
vacations
“We make sure that families experience the best time of the year with
us,” says Svenja Thiele-Naujok. When
Südsee Camp slowly awakes after
the long winter and smiling children
begin to run across the grounds,
that’s the best moment for her.
Keeping things uncomplicated and
family-friendly is the goal at Südsee. “Children can get a quick hotdog
and don’t have to sit quietly in the
restaurant as they would in a hotel.
Then they’re free to meet new-found
friends and head off to the beach
for a swim in the lake. Or they can
try the high ropes course, the riding
school, or one of the many other
recreational opportunities. “Some
even send us postcards from other
vacations. That’s very sweet. It’s just
wonderful that almost everybody has
an unforgettable time here,” says
Svenja. Of course, sometimes things
do go wrong. On an area the size of
almost 130 soccer fields and with up
to 5000 guests, it’s a given.

Washing facilities/bathroom
buildings

200
Employees

Good to know
“We take care of complaints, fix defects or offer financial compensation.
Sometimes however there’s a massive lack of understanding or angry
behavior and that is really unfortunate. And it often affects people, who
have nothing to do with the problem.
With the second pandemic year
underway, some visitors are significantly more on edge,” reports Svenja.
However, 95% of the guests say they
want to come back, according to the
online evaluation distributed to every
guest upon departure.

1970 Südsee Camp
opened
1999 Südsee Caravans
opened
Since 2000 ADAC-rated
Super Campground
Winner of the EuropeAward of the DCC
Awarded five stars
Since 2005 member
of Ecocamping
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Lake with a sandy beach Swimming,
playing and relaxing. With beach bar and
island restaurant.

One stubborn challenge at Südsee Camp remains: providing WiFi
reception everywhere. With 90
hectares and plenty of trees, it is a
problem no available technology has
been able to solve so far.
From a small campground
to a camping center
Since the 80s, the operation has
grown bit by bit. Father Per Thiele
dreamed of a large-scale camping
center, so a motorhome business
developed alongside the campground
expanding the portfolio. Under the
name Südsee Caravans, the company offers sales, rentals, a repair
workshop, a washing facility and
camping supplies on 20,000 sqm.

We are a five-star
campground.
Guests know they
can count on us to
meet their needs.
The “glass box”, as the Thiele family
affectionately calls the new building,
attracts many vacationers from Südsee Camp who want to browse at
leisure. Nowadays many clients are
empty-nesters, who really appreciate
the professionality and quality –
especially in the high-end segment
of RV travel for couples. More and
more people are discovering camping
as a hobby and as demand for accessories like solar panels, cameras
and awnings increases, the Thieles
struggle to find the trained specialists to fill positions on site. “We can
accommodate the needs of our regular customers, but others we have to
put off, sometimes for months.” And
now the situation is exacerbated,
due to the supply chain disruptions
caused by the pandemic.
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Camping and Covid – an explosion
“During the past months, I’ve earned
a degree in Covid,” jokes Svenja
today. After all, the whole range of
activities offered at the campground
were affected by the pandemic
measures. The fear and uncertainty
about what lay ahead, the constant
changes to the rules, all this was a
big challenge for the Thiele family
and their team. “Covid drove us nuts.
But we got through it,” says Svenja.
They found creative ways to surprise
guests during times of contact restrictions, driving their “Rappelkiste”,
a ramshackle, brightly-colored jalopy
and trailer from site to site with
music and entertainment. Meanwhile
they’re all set up now with distance
markers, protective plexiglass and
mandatory masks. Svenja ThieleNaujok is looking forward to the
time after Covid, when she can “just
get back to normal”. An interesting
development: The camping boom
experienced a powerful boost during
the pandemic, so campers and camping newbies are now living side by
side as neighbors.
Camping enthusiast or newbie?
That is the question…
In recent years, the traditional image
of the camper has changed, as campers’ expectations have risen. “In the
past, many were passionate tinkerers
who enjoyed fixing things in their
rented mobile homes themselves,
instead of calling in a technician,”
remembers Svenja. Today, there are
only a few that have the technical
know-how to put tools to use. It’s
also not necessary, because whether
it’s a loose screw or a defective air
conditioner, the Südsee Camp crew
takes care of problems as a matter
of course. “We are a five-star campground. Guests know that if they
notify us, someone will come to deal
with any issue.” In addition, many are
now newcomers to camping, vacationers who didn’t experience camping
as children, but instead want to try it
out for other reasons. In the past this
might have been out of concern for

sustainability and the wish to vacation in Germany, today of course, it’s
due to the pandemic. “Not everyone
becomes a passionate camper. Some
will go back to traveling to faraway
places. Those who buy a motorhome
will probably take five or six vacations in it, so that the investment pays
off,” believes Svenja. Availability on
the sites is now a big issue. Last-minute booking is almost impossible.
That why Südsee Camp offers an
online gap finder. One, two or three
nights are almost always possible.
Some guests even prefer to move
around a few times rather than miss

spending their summer vacation at
Südsee Camp.
Tips for newbies to camping
“Be nice to your neighbors!”, says
Svenja Thiele-Naujok. “Many have
several years of experience and most
of them know a lot about camping.”
Because camping is more complicated than people think, especially the
unexperienced. Those who wonder
what amperage is all about should
check with their neighbors to be on
the safe side. Having a beer together
can work wonders and prevent a
power outage. As Svenja has disco-

Action and a change of pace Indoor
swimming paradise, high ropes course, riding
school or organized activities – everything
you need for a great vacation.
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Swimming lake and vacation village
3.5 hectare lake with sandy beach and
accommodations in the vacation village
Sommarbÿ, in a chalet or rental motorhome.

4 Questions

4 Answers

for Svenja Thiele-Naujok

Wine or beer?

Beer
Mountains

Beach or mountains?

Tent with air mattress
or luxury liner?
vered, there are two distinct groups
at the campground: the old and the
new campers. “Some are used to
hotels and keep to themselves,” she
explains. Newcomers to camping are
frequently not aware of the codes of
behavior among campers and are inclined to commit blunders. For example, one should
never walk
across other
people’s sites,
not even for a
short-cut. Camping etiquette
also requires
that you greet people and help each
other out. “People need to learn that
camping is something different than
staying at a hotel,” chuckles Svenja
Thiele-Naujok.

ded by completely covered vehicles.
That’s why permanent guests are not
allowed to use coverings. The “look”
of camping should always remain.
Even in winter, it can be quite cozy
in a motorhome. For some, radiant
heating is an integral part of the
equipment, in Scandinavian models

some, even prefer to come to Südsee
Camp in the winter, because it’s so
nice and quiet. They take long walks
and enjoy the fact that nothing’s
going on and the hustle and bustle
of summer is over. Some wintertime
guests park their motorhome here
and come on weekends,” explains the
camp operator.
Either way, you
can vacation at
Südsee Camp
365 days a year.

Be nice to your neighbors, they often
know more about camping than you do.

Südsee Camp 365 days a year
Some vehicles stay at Südsee Camp
all winter. Permanent sites and winter
season guests make this possible.
Some people like using the site for
wintering, but make sure the vehicle is always ready to go. For the
Thiele family it is important to have
a feeling of vacation even during the
winter season and not be surroun-
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for example, which also feature a
different type of insulation. For extra
warmth, a gas or electric heater can
be used. “For the latter, you do need
to find out what amperage is all about,” jokes Svenja. Most winter guests
come around December 27, but there
are also some that spend the holidays
at Südsee Camp, mostly in vacation
rentals instead of motorhomes.
These have room for up to eight
people with a big living room, which
may be an advantage compared to
the space available for celebrating at
home. “Some campers enjoy camping
all year round, in any season. And

A camper’s
must-haves
“The top item is the camping chair,”
chuckles Svenja. “Even folks with
hardly any equipment bring at least
their folding chairs with them. Sitting
outside and just checking out what’s
going on, maybe the neighbor is
struggling with his tent poles, that’s
part of the fun. Then, of course,
there’s the grill. Those are pretty
much the basics”, explains Svenja.
Without these must-haves, you’re
really only half a camper. Noticeable these days at campgrounds is
that more and more people travel
with electric appliances. Mixers,
capsule espresso instead of filter

with my friends at Südsee Camp.
I still think it’s wonderful to spend
summers in Germany and then maybe in the fall go somewhere faraway,”
reveals Svenja Thiele-Naujok.
coffee machines, and grills, stove or
heaters that run on electricity rather
than gas, which makes some people
nervous. During the past few years,
there have been more and more big
family tents, with complete kitchens
installed whereas in the past a small
camping cooker sufficed to warm up
instant noodles. The trend towards
“fullyequipped” camping shows no
signs of slowing down.
Frankly – just between you and me
Where does a campground operator
go on vacation? “To a wide variety of
destinations. For a short trip, maybe
just an hour and a half over to Travemünde. If I feel drawn to faraway
places, I might backpack through
Vietnam or Cambodia. A bit of everything. With my parents as a child, we
sometimes vacationed in the fall or
more often went skiing in the winter.
I didn’t have the classic summer
vacation that kids experience in their
childhood. Here, I spent the summer

Wishes for 2022
“I would love to have lots of rain until
Easter. Nobody realizes this, but during the last few years, we’ve noticed
a sharp drop in groundwater levels.
You can see that in our lake. It has
rained so little in Lower Saxony, it
would be great, if we could get a lot
of it – after Easter, naturally it would
be best between one and six AM!
And then a whole lot of sun, that
would be nice. And of course, that
the pandemic situation improves.
That we can simply live without rules
again with a clear conscience. I hope
that we get to the point where we
can offer our full range of activities
again here at Südsee Camp!”, says
Svenja Thiele-Naujok.
We wholeheartedly support this
wish and thank her for a candid
and informative interview.

Tent
with
air mattress
South Seas
or Südsee Camp?

That
one’s
obvious: Südsee Camp

Südsee-Camp 1
29649 Wietzendorf
Lüneburger Heide / Niedersachsen
WEB suedsee-camp.de
MAIL info@suedsee-camp.de
INSTAGRAM @suedseecamp
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Vacation photo
of the year!
Are protective bicycle
covers allowed on cars?
It’s easy:

Again and again we are asked, whether protective bicycle covers are
allowed on cars. To this we say, loudly and clearly:
For security reasons, our protective bicycle covers are not suitable
for use on cars!
Back story: We sent an official inquiry
to German traffic authorities and the
traffic ministry. The legal situation
is unclear, because using protective bicycle covers on cars is not
explicitly prohibited. However, it is a
legal requirement that every load on
a passenger car - including bicycle
trailers and bicycles - be securely
fastened. Because protective bicycle
covers on cars pose risks to traffic
safety, we urgently recommend not
using them, aligning ourselves with
the general consensus regarding the
use of these covers.
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Explanation: On a car, use of the
large protective bicycle covers can
lead to dangerous situations, due to
wind-resistance. Bicycle trailers and
bicycles themselves may be exposed
to a force that they are not able to
withstand. If wind inflates the covers
to their full-size, the car will not be
able to be properly maneuvered anymore, especially in curves and when
braking.

The reason: A passenger car is
smaller than a motorhome, so that
the protective bicycle cover is always
higher and wider than the car, creating a larger target for the wind.
Safety: In the interest of road safety,
our protective bicycle covers should
never be used on cars.
We will continue to inform you of any
new developments regarding product
safety.

Upload your vacation photo with a HINDERMANN
product on your motorhome or car to your Instagram
or Facebook account.
2 Highlight HINDERMANN in your text
3 We share your photo on our channels.
1

At the end of the year, we will choose the top three
photos. The three winners can look forward to specially
selected prizes from HINDERMANN. In addition, the
winning photos will be displayed in our 2023 catalog.
We look forward to seeing many inspiring vacation
photos!
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Wind guards

Wind guards

Noticeable
living comfort
while traveling
Wind guards / RV skirting / wheel protection covers
Whether at the coast or in the mountains, block out
the wind, so you no longer get cold feet and can make
yourself really comfortable under the awning or in front
of your motorhome!
Our windshields, RV skirting and wheel guards close
up open spaces under caravans and campers and are
easy to install and cut to size. Especially clever are our
caravan cellars and organizer bags. They create storage
space for all the practical necessities of everyday life!
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p. 88

Wind guards

p. 89–94

Floor skirts / fitted covers

p. 95–97

Wheel protection cover
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Wind guards

Wind guards

Easy to shorten
from both ends with
strong scissors

Magnetic wind guard

Easy to shorten
from both ends with
strong scissors

Floor skirts

For camper and vans

Living comfort under awning

HINDERMANN’s magnetic wind guard slows down unpleasant drafts under the camper van reducing cold at your feet in the sitting area in front of the vehicle. The winterproof, fabric-enforced tarpaulin fits universally, is available in three sizes and can
be shortened to the desired length. Special model for Ducato.

Whether with or without an awning, the HINDERMANN floor skirt is a welcome protection against drafts in the sitting area in front of the caravan and blocks uncomfortable
wind. Also ideal for permanent installation thanks to the keder solution and eyelets for
fastening to the ground. Two materials in different lengths and heights available.
Easily trimmed to size

Floor skirt + fitted cover

Highlights

Highlights
Watertight welded magnets
Reinforced PVC eyelets for
fastening to the ground
Universal size, can be
trimmed with scissors

Online Versions
and item numbers
Opening for steps specially for
Fiat Ducato
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Watertight welded magnets

lmy.de/ANEQ5

Compatible with customized cover

Fastened to the ground with tent pegs

Protects against drafts
Universal fit, different lengths
and heights available
Easy to install with keder
solution and reinforced PVC
eyelets for ground stakes
Welded-on keder can be
individually shortened
Individually combinable with
additional HINDERMANN
covers
Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/UMTqD
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Windblenden
Wind guards

Fitted cover

Storage skirt JOKER

Full wheel arch cover

Accessories

Individually combinable

The HINDERMANN fitted cover is a full wheel arch
cover. It protects against drafts and enables a uniform
overall look to match the HINDERMANN floor skirts.

Velcro fastening
for fitted covers

HINDERMANN’s storage skirts are a practical solution for RV owners who enjoy
creating their own organizational system. The individual elements can be freely
chosen and combined, also with HINDERMANN’s wheel area covers and customized
covers. Whether it’s pockets, caravan cellar or lowered door entry, the extra storage
space also protects against drafts.

Each cover is tailored to the welt tracks of the wheel
arches of the respective caravan model – be it for a
single axle or tandem axle. The height is a uniform 100
cm. All models feature textile piping. Along the bottom edge are sewn-in, non-corrosive PVC eyelets for
ground stakes.

Also for tandem axle
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Easy to shorten
from both ends with
strong scissors

Product catalog

Highlights
Two-piece set, for connecting
HINDERMANN customized cover
with HINDERMANN floor skirt (p. 89),
HINDERMANN storage skirt JOKER
(p. 91) or HINDERMANN caravan
cellar (p. 94)

Fastens to the ground

Variety of elements available

Wheel area cover in place

Closing elements

Fasten with built-in Velcro strips

Compatible with
HINDERMANN wheel area
covers and fitted covers
	 Winterproof quality
	 Included textile keder
Adaptable with scissors
Reinforced PVC eyelets
for secure fastening

Online Versions
and item numbers

Online Versions
and item numbers

lmy.de/QDE6g

lmy.de/Ad8vN
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Wind guards

Easy to shorten
from both ends with
strong scissors

Easy to shorten
from both ends with
strong scissors

Caravan cellar

Practical accessory

Extra storage space - dry and clean

For caravans

Added storage space under the caravan thanks to secure and watertight storage
pockets welded to the floor skirt. A double zipper allows for convenient access. Cross
ventilation is built into every pocket to prevent condensation.

HINDERMANN’s wheel area cover for
trailers is made of light gray, fabricenforced, winterproof tarpaulin material, manufactured for universal fit
and can be shortened to the desired
length as needed. It is attached via
a keder system and stakes through
the reinforced PVC eyelets. Used
separately, the protective cover also
safeguards the tires against intensive sun and UV radiation.

Use the HINDERMANN caravan cellar pocket under your vehicle as a cool and hygienic storage space for food, drinks, toys or other things like shoes and boots.
Because the textile fastening keder is welded on, the skirt can be cut to size from
either end using a robust pair of scissors.

Size of each pocket: approx. 80×35×35 cm (W x D x L)

Highlights

Storage bags with double zipper

Cross ventilation is built into every
pocket to prevent condensation

Lockable

Compatible with HINDERMANN
customized covers and the HINDERMANN
wheel area cover STANDARD
	 Winterproof quality
	 Included textile keder
Adaptable with scissors
Reinforced PVC eyelets for ground stakes

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/DN3sz
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Wheel area cover
STANDARD

Product catalog

Easy to install thanks to built-in keder

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/0zpp4
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Wheel protection cover REFLEX

Wheel protection
cover STANDARD

Spare wheel cover

Protects tires from sun rays

Made of film

Different sizes

For cars, caravans and mobile homes. The HINDERMANN wheel protection cover
REFLEX has a reflective front surface for keeping away tire-damaging UV rays,
reducing the heat exposure, and sparing your tires in the process. This way, your
tires keep for longer. Great fit thanks to its three-dimensional design. The cover
rests on the tread and cannot slip off. The integrated welt provides shape and
support. Integrated eyelets for ground stakes to ensure secure fixing.

For caravans and mobile homes.
Protects tires from the sun’s rays,
a three-dimensional design ensures
the tread and the front are fully covered and the cover cannot slide off.

Under the cover made of high-quality
imitation leather upholstery, the spare
tire and wheel rim are well protected
against dirt and sun rays. For use outside the vehicle, the black protective
cover is UV-stabilized. In the storage
space and rear garage, the spare
wheel is protected during loading and
unloading. The built-in strong elastic
band helps while pulling cover over
and provides a secure hold.

Highlights
Fits perfectly

Fastened to the ground

Highlights
Protects tires from sun rays
Three-dimensional, tread and
front completely covered
Built-in eyelets for ground
stakes

Protects tires from sun rays
Three-dimensional, tread and front
completely covered
Built-in eyelets for ground stakes

Fits perfectly

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/z6sHS
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Fastened to the ground

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/NmE8u

Strong elastic band

Secure hold

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/qzrIm
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Organizing systems

Love of keeping
order knows no
bounds
Organizing systems / bags
Travelers are individualists. Even better, when the
camper and caravan lifestyle can evolve freely. This
succeeds especially well with systematic order.
Versatile, flexible and well thought-out, our storage
systems, organizers and bags create practical places
to store clothing, equipment or valuable accessories.
Excellent access via sturdy zippers, reinforced zones
for reliable durability and firm stability thanks to Velcro
straps or snap fasteners. Finally, everything is safely
protected in its place and quickly at hand on site.
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p. 100–107

Bags

p. 110–113

Organizers
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Carry bag for
waste tanks

Transport bag for
satellite systems

Easy to clean

With an upholstered finish

This HINDERMANN carry bag can be
used not only for the discrete transport of the waste tank at the campsite. Because of its new near watertight design, the bag can also be
used as a beach bag for wet items,
e.g. towels or children’s toys.

With this HINDERMANN transport
bag, the mobile satellite antenna can
be safely transported and stored.
It provides protection against dust,
moisture and impact.

Generator bag

Cable reel bag

Protects against moisture,
sand and dirt

With fastening belt

Custom transportation and storage
bag made of robust winterproof
lightweight tarpaulin material. The
HINDERMANN generator bag can be
closed with the two-way zipper.

Highlights
Padded version made of durable
polyester material
Safeguards against dust, moisture, impact
Fits perfectly to models listed

Waterproof bag
can also be used
as a beach bag

Fits perfectly
to models listed

HINDERMANN‘s cable reel bag is a
practical storage place that protects
cable reels from moisture, dirt and
sand (not waterproof). Thanks to the
four-way zipper, the carry handle is
accessible and the cable can be fed
through the bag. An additional side
opening with a cover strap allows for
connection to the main supply. This
protects the cable reel and keeps it
ready to hand during outdoor use.

Fits perfectly to
models listed (see online product page)

Custom fit

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/K7lTf
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Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/gIqzX

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/jkxKO

Cord port

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/CxAs9
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Tent storage bag
made of mesh
flex fabric

Rod bag

On-board bag

With a robust webbing strap

Double-layered base

Made of robust nylon material

HINDERMANN tent storage bag is a
spacious, high-quality storage bag
made of durable, breathable mesh
flex fabric – with a robust webbing
strap as a shoulder strap. Available
in two different sizes, with a lenght
of 130 cm.

The HINDERMANN rod bag is a lightweight storage bag made of a durable
woven polyester fabric. What makes
this bag special is its base made of
a double layer of tarpaulin material
with added reinforcement. This allows
the storage bag to be stored upright
too, without the tips damaging the
base. With a robust webbing strap as
a shoulder strap and a drawstring.

HINDERMANN‘s on-board bag ensures
that you always have all documents
relevant to the vehicle quickly to hand
in an organized storage, e.g. logbooks,
test certificates, warranty cards, accident or breakdown cover, accessories
catalog etc. The zipper covering the
fold-over cover ensures that nothing
can fall out. Important contacts at
hand? The transparent pocket offers
space for the business card!

Durable polyester
fabric, floor made
of double-layer
tarpaulin material

Robust, breathable
mesh fabric

Zipper reaches over
both sides

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/wHyMu
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Sewn-on clear pocket

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/8Kp14

High capacity

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/pqTlo
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Monitor cover

All-rounder bag

Multi-storage container for the rear garage

Made of soft leatherette

With an adjustable shoulder strap

Made of high-quality polyester fabric

The soft textile interior protects the
monitor against scratches. Practical
not only in your vehicle, but also in
the home office.

Not only is this shoulder bag the
perfect travel accessory for excursions, it’s also useful for shopping,
safe storage of cables and monitors,
or even on the way to the office. The
all-rounder bag is perfect for transporting toys too. The bags are padded
and offer the perfect protection
against dust, moisture and impact.

Store your needed utensils securely during travel. HINDERMANN’s multi-storage
container for the rear garage is newly developed and can be used multiple ways. For
example, horizontally to ideally transport baskets and boxes and have them easily accessible. Or vertically, to store loose items securely. When the multi-storage container
is not being used, it can be folded together, saving space.

Highlights
Dust protection made of soft imitation
leather
Soft fabric inside
Protects monitor against scratches

Size according to needs. In the narrow
version (bottom left), the multi-storage
container has two compartments; the wide
version (left) has three. The size of the
compartments is compatible with the wellknown Meori boxes. The multi-storage
container needs contact to the ground and
cannot be installed suspended in air.

Half rings for attaching

Elastic bands prevent
cover from slipping

Soft textile interior
protects monitor against
scratches

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/pOIab
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Also suitable for
monitors

Adjustable shoulder
strap

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/mmA1p

Highlights
Can be used lying or
standing
Made of high-quality, black
polyester fabric
Half rings are hooked on
for attaching
	 Attachment also possible
with LOXX snaps
Works with Meori storage
boxes

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/m5VVp
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Storage space bag

Storage space bag PREMIUM

With outer net pocket

Padded compartmentalized storage

With this transportable storage space, your camping furniture is always on hand and
securely housed in your vehicle. The bag features five laterally attached tabs with
enclosed loose LOXX press studs which provide a secure hold for the HINDERMANN
storage space bag attached to the side wall of the storage space.

Compared with the standard version, HINDERMANN’s padded storage space bag
PREMIUM has two additional middle walls. This way, your camping furniture is always
easily accessible and can be stored at night or when traveling on in its regular place
in the vehicle. Thanks to its clever features with straps and LOXX press studs, HINDERMANN’s storage space bag can be attached in the rear garage or transported as
needed.
Highlights

Highlights

Zippers make loading and unloading
easy
Practical carrying strap

Attached with LOXX press studs to
vehicle wall
Meshed pocket on the outside

Padded, robust, black
polyester fabric protects
camping furniture
For use on right or left side
of vehicle
Quickly at hand, easy
handling via zippers
Carrying straps for transport
Detachable meshed pocket
on the outside

Padded, robust, black
polyester fabric protects
camping furniture
Additional padded
compartments
Quick at hand, easy
handling via zippers
For use on right or left side
of vehicle
Carrying straps for transport

Two padded compartment dividers
Practical carrying strap

Online Versions
and item numbers
lmy.de/7CQOm
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Online Versions
and item numbers
Attached with LOXX press studs to
vehicle wall

lmy.de/bS2Bg
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Organizing systems

HINDERMANN cable reel bag (p. 101)
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Shoe bag

Organizer pocket

Dirty laundry bag

Storage bag

Made of top-quality leatherette

Made of top-quality leatherette

Made of breathable non-woven

Can also be worn as a backpack

High durability thanks to the combination of woven tarpaulin and topquality leatherette as well as a high
degree of usefulness and storage
volume are what sets the HINDERMANN shoe bag apart. Incl. clothes
hanger.

High durability thanks to the combination of woven tarpaulin and topquality leatherette and a high degree
of usefulness and storage volume
are what sets the HINDERMANN
organizer pocket apart.

Creating practical solutions for storage, organizing and tidying, whether
you’re on a camping holiday or at
home.

For the safe storage and convenient
transportation of HINDERMANN products, e.g. thermal mats, bike protective covers (e.g. size 2), SUPRA
vehicle tarpaulins made of Tyvek®
and much more. With sewn-in draw
cord and stopper for closing.
These universal
HINDERMANN
storage bags
ensure you always
have everything
at hand and can
transport your
items conveniently.

Additional
clothes hanger
provides extra
stability

And it all comes down to the right
dimensions. We’ve got organizers
tailored to your every need – whether
it’s in your motorhome, caravan,
awning, boat or at home. Woven tarpaulin in light gray, leatherette bags
in graphite gray. Incl. clothes hanger.

The HINDERMANN dirty laundry bag
has a hanger and a zipper along the
bottom edge for quick emptying.

Zippers open bag
at top and bottom

Universal sizes

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/5YY3A
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Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/6nTSi

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/Pp21v

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/eKKLG
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Hanging shelf
Narrow

Hanging shelf
Wide

Hanging shelf
Two boxes

With reinforced shelves

Hanging wardrobe
Front sealable with zipper

Creating practical solutions for storage, organizing and tidying, whether you’re on
a camping holiday or at home. With reinforced shelves, these all-rounders enable
the divided storage of t-shirts, hand towels, toys, shoes, magazines, books and/or
glasses.
HINDERMANN lives up to its quality standards by offering the camper practical details, like reinforced shelves, a breathable and thicker NON-WOVEN material as well
as the hanging loop with Velcro fastening.

These new all-rounders from
HINDERMANN can be turned into
shelves or a cabinet at the touch of
a hand and, thanks to their flexible
side walls, they can be pressed
together like an accordion and put
away to create more space.
Highlights

These mobile shelves are available in fresh new colors. The outer surfaces are light
gray, the reinforced shelves contrast in smoky gray.

Well-organized and orderly
Breathable non-woven material
Reinforced floors, additional storage space
Hanger loops including Velcro fastener
Flexible side walls
Can be folded together, saving space

In HINDERMANN’s hanging wardrobe
you can carefully store your clothes
in the awning or at home. Hung up
on a tent rod, open shelf or clothes
rack, the hanging wardrobe creates
an airy, but dust-free, closed-off
storage space where clothes can
kept separate from other gear.
Garments can be hung on the integrated clothes rail.

Hanger loops

Online Versions and item numbers
All hanging shelves can be folded up to save space
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Velcro-equipped strap for hanging on clothes rail

lmy.de/zO9zs

Ventilation opening

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/UinyB
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DIY conversion

Support for
DIY enthusiasts
Accessories and DIY sets
Customizing a motorhome or converting a VW bus into
a camping bus – do-it-yourselfers enthusiastically bring
their ideas to life with their own hands and skills. Their
work is rewarded with a perfect setup for their RV travel.
Our HINDERMANN product accessories are suitable for
customized extensions and always offer extra features.
Those who want to start from scratch and take complete
charge of their van conversion will benefit from our
DIY sets. These items are particularly well suited for
DIY conversion.
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Accessories
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Gable profiles

Corner protectors

Spacer

Fastening belts

Water runs off better

Useful extras

Gentle and sturdy

Secure is secure

HINDERMANN Gable profiles for
motorhomes and caravans help water
run off from protective covers or roof
tarpaulins and prevent or reduce any
potential water pooling. The two-part
gable profile with dovetail connection
consists of weather-resistant, solid
PE foam that does not absorb water.

HINDERMANN’s corner protectors
hold the lashing straps securely in
place and distribute the tensioning
force evenly along the sensitive bottom edge of the vehicle.

HINDERMANN’s spacers guide the
tensioning belts on covers and roof
tarpaulins along the sides of the
vehicles.

Fastening belts for protective covers
or roof tarpaulins are the means of
choice when winterproofing RVs and
motorhomes at the end of the season.
Various sets of belts in different
lengths with hooks or side-squeeze
buckles are available.

Holes for guide rod

View when in use

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/yS0cD
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Detail view, corner protectors in use

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/xGucL

Detail view, spacers in use

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/Rg0A0

Straps with sidesqueeze buckles

Straps with hooks at
both ends

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/dxjkQ
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Protective film
for windows

Suction cup
fasteners

LOXX press studs

Rubber tensioners

Simply pull on and off

With robust clip-on eyelets

Tight connection

Universal application

HINDERMANN’s window film makes
it easy to protect RV windows
against scratches. Just apply it
directly from the roll over the plastic window and it holds adhesively,
completely without glue. When using
the vehicle again, it’s just as easily
removed.

Transparent suction cup with
knurled nut and reinforcing plate.
Its outstanding durability has been
proven over and over. With sturdy
clip-on eyelets and holding knob.

Attach securely and easily open
again. The clever security snap fastener with a flexible interior is suitable for almost all applications and
can withstand the strongest loads.
To attach, push the top on the bottom part, to unlock simply pull the
top off (Made in Germany). Glue or
screw? Plate and screw give you the
choice!

Snap-on hooks on both ends and two
lengths to choose from. The sturdy
HINDERMANN rubber tensioners
should be part of any camping
equipment and are truly champions
in compensating tensile forces when
attaching, tightening and securing
tarpaulins and protective covers.

Simple attachment without glue

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/QEr53
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Without knob

With knob

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/YkLvz

Individual pieces

Press stud

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/RGzQ7

Available at a length of 80 cm or 27.5 cm

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/5Lk2L
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DIY
Thermoschutz
conversion

DIY
Thermoschutz
conversion

Keder

Thermal velour set
PREMIO

Thermal film set
FOUR SEASONS

Thermal film
FOUR SEASONS

Covered with polyester fabric

For the interior

For inside and out

Available as yard goods

For your own creations and repairs,
we have a large selection of keders
covered with polyester fabric with
the exception of PVC keders. Awning,
protective film or floor skirt materials
can be sewn on with regular sewing
machines. A diameter of 7 mm usually
fits on every keder track. Special types
such as double keders are useful, for
example, for adapting solutions.

Extensive DIY set for outfitting on
your own: This high-quality thermal
material is reflective and aluminized
on the outside, has an insulating 8
mm PU foam inner layer and a comfortable surface towards the inside
of the vehicle. The material can be
cut to the right size with scissors or
a knife and has proven itself for years
in HINDERMANN’s thermal curtains.

Aluminum coated on one side, the
thermal film is suitable for both inside and outside areas and is a universal material for insulating inside
and outside the vehicle. The material
can be cut to size with scissors or a
knife and is ideal for window mats,
coverings and thermal insulation.

The thermal film consists of composite
bubble-wrap with aluminized polyester
film on both sides that is suitable for
protection against both cold and heat.
To prevent the vehicle interior from
heating up, it can also be used to reflect sunrays. For insulating roofs and
floors in tents, windows in camper vans,
motorhomes, boats or in houses.

Also available in white

Multifunctional keder

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/ZR6SR
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Thermal velour
with 8 mm PU foam

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/lN5VR

Binding tape and
suction cup

3 mm thick

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/xgFOU

3 mm thick, cut from
rolled goods

Online Versions and item numbers
lmy.de/CSNJi
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p. 6

Thermal protection

p. 36 Protective covers

Front mats

Bicycle protection

S. 88

Magnetic wind guard

S. 115 DIY conversion
Accessories

p. 8

Sun protection mat SCREEN

p. 38

Protective bicycle cover BASIC ZWOO

S. 89

Floor skirts

S. 116

Gable profiles

p. 9

Sun protection mat SCREEN universal

p. 39

Protective bicycle cover CONCEPT ZWOO

S. 90

Fitted cover

S. 116

Corner protectors

p. 12

Exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS

p. 40

Bicycle protection cover CITY

S. 91

Storage skirt JOKER

S. 117

Spacers

p. 13

Exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS universal

p. 41

Protective bicycle cover UNIVERSAL ZWOO

S. 94

Caravan cellar

S. 117

Fastening belts

p. 14

Supplementary insert solar module FOUR SEASONS

p. 42

Protective bicycle cover PROFESSIONAL

S. 95

Wheel area cover STANDARD

S. 118

Protective film for windows

p. 16

Thermal window mat CLASSIC

p. 43

Protective padding BIKE

S. 96

Wheel protection cover REFLEX

S. 118

Suction cup fasteners

p. 17

Screen insert CLASSIC

S. 97

Wheel protection cover STANDARD

S. 119

LOXX press studs

p. 18

Thermal window mat LUX

S. 97

Spare wheel cover

S. 119

Rubber tensioners

S. 99 Organizing systems

S. 120

Keder
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Extension module LUX DUO

p. 21

Screen insert LUX

p. 22

Supplementary insert solar module LUX / CLASSIC

Exterior insulation
p. 24

Thermal tarpaulin LUX

p. 25

Thermal mat FOUR SEASONS

SUPRA made of Tyvek®
p. 46

Front tarpaulin SUPRA universal

p. 47

Front tarpaulin SUPRA

p. 48

Driver‘s cab jacket SUPRA

p. 49

Roof tarpaulin SUPRA

S. 100

Carry bag for waste tanks

S. 120

Thermal velour set PREMIO

p. 50

Front tarpaulin SUPRA

S. 100

Transport bag for satellite systems

S. 121

Thermal film set FOUR SEASONS

S. 101

Generator bag

S. 121

Thermal film FOUR SEASONS

S. 101

Cable reel bag

S. 102

Tent storage bag made of mesh flex fabric

S. 103

Rod bag

S. 103

On-board bag

S. 104

Monitor cover

S. 104

All-rounder bag

S. 105

Multi-storage container for the rear garage

S. 106

Storage space bag

S. 107

Storage space bag PREMIUM

Wintertime
p. 52

Vehicle cover WINTERTIME

p. 53

Roof tarpaulin WINTERTIME

Interior insulation
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Front tarpaulin WINTERTIME

p. 28

Inside insulation mat TRAVEL

p. 55

Front tarpaulin WINTERTIME

p. 29

Inside insulation mat PREMIO
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Driver‘s cab jacket WINTERTIME

p. 30

Thermal separation curtain PREMIO

p. 30

Thermal curtain PREMIO

p. 31

Footwell insulation PREMIO
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Sliding door insulation PREMIO

p. 33

Thermal protection steering wheel

p. 27

Thermal dog mat

p. 34

One-piece rear door insulation PREMIO

p. 35

Two-piece rear door insulation PREMIO

Protective covers for outside
p. 58

Tow bar cover DELUXE

p. 58

Tow bar cover made of tarpaulin material

p. 59

Tow bar cover made of nylon fabric

p. 59

Tow bar cover made of film material

p. 62

Protective cover for air conditioners

p. 62

Protective cover for roof windows
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Hail protection cover for roof windows
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Hail protection cover for satellite dish

Protective covers for inside
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S. 87 Wind guard
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p. 64

Insect curtain

p. 66

Slipcover for cab seats
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Throw cover for cab seats

p. 67

Caravan bottom front protection

DIY conversion

Bags

Organizers
S. 110

Shoe bag

S. 110

Organizer pocket

S. 111

Dirty laundry bag

S. 111

Storage bag

S. 112

Hanging shelf narrow

S. 112

Hanging shelf wide

S. 113

Hanging shelf two boxes

S. 113

Hanging wardrobe

Product overview

Product overview

Product overview

Legal notice
Picture credit: HINDERMANN / Client
Not liable for infringement on image and
trademark rights as well as errors, product
and technical changes.
Sales exclusively through specialist dealers.

You can also find us at:
hindermann.de/en
mobiles-reisen.hindermann.de/en
instagram.com/mobiles.reisen.hindermann
facebook.com/hindermann1949
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HINDERMANN GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestraße 6
33129 Delbrück
Germany
T +49 5250 98570
info@hindermann.de
www.hindermann.de

